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Company news  
 

Driver Group (DRV, 49p, £25m mkt cap) 

Legal claims consultant to the global construction industry. HY (Mar) results. Rev -11%, £25.0m; u-lying PBT -

19%, £1.0m; stat PBT -32%, £0.9m; u-lying EPS -39%, 1.4p; interim div 0.75p (HY 20, 0p); net cash £7.2m (HY 

20, £3.3m). Trading: “Whilst the performance during the period has been adversely impacted by various 

lockdowns in key territories and the loss of senior staff and associated team members to a competitor in the 

APAC region, we have made meaningful progress in implementing the five year strategic plan which was 

announced in December 2020.  We have successfully established and grown a presence in the United States 

and Spain which has resulted in developing opportunities in these markets and in South America”. Outlook: 

“Activity levels during April and May were broadly unchanged from those during the first half and while the 

pipeline of opportunities continues to build, the Covid impact on pipeline conversion timelines suggests that 

the prospects of a meaningful uptick during the remainder of the current financial year are now limited. 

Looking beyond the current financial year, recognising that Driver typically operates with limited forward 

revenue visibility, our expectation is that the very significant constraints on routine business development 

which have existed throughout the last twelve months will start to abate. The Board is confident that the 

actions already implemented to reposition the business with growth focussed on higher margin expert service 

lines and, including the significant reduction in the cost base, together ensure that the group is well placed to 
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take advantage of the widely anticipated improvement in our key markets as infrastructure spend recovers 

and the sector confronts the reality of a Covid-induced backlog of claims and disputes”. 

 

OnTheMarket (OTMP, 105p, £82m)  

Agent-backed residential property portal. FY (Jan) results. Rev +22%, £23.0m; adj op profit, £2.4m (FY 20, -

£9.2m); stat op profit, £1.2m (-£11.7m); net cash £10.7m (£8.7m). Ave rev per advertiser +16%, £142; ave 

advertisers +4%, 13,285; web traffic +13%, 267m; ave monthly leads per advertiser +22%, 117. Outlook: 

“Positive start to FY22 with current trading in line with the Board's expectations. The Board expects to be able 

to invest further operationally into the business and return to normalised levels of marketing expenditure 

[and] believes the recent considerable operational and financial progress, together with a substantial, loyal 

advertiser base, provides a strong platform for the implementation of its strategy, in order to drive long-term 

profitable growth”. 

 

Henry Boot (BOOT, 280p, £373m)  

Land Promotion, property investment & development and construction group. Land sale. Hallam Land 

Managementt has completed the sale of 116 plots at Burdiehouse, on the edge of Edinburgh to Barratt 

Developments (BDEV) at a total price of £2.6m. This represents the third in a series of completions on the site, 

which in total has now sold 449 plots in three separate phases for a total price of £12.8m. 

 

Vp (VP., 874p, £351m) 

Equipment rental group. FY (Mar) results. -15%, £308m; adj PBT -51%, £23.3m; stat loss before tax £2.3m (FY 

20, PBT, £28.4m; adj EPS -49%, £46.8m; final div 25p (H2 20, 22p - special div in lieu); net debt, £122m (YE 20, 

£160m). Outlook: “Strong start to the financial year. Trading supported by positive market backdrop with 

infrastructure sector poised for growth in the coming year and the house building and construction sectors 

showing signs of sustained improvement with some good customer contract renewals. Increasing confidence 

in the prospects for the coming year”. 

 

In other news … 
 

Sustainability. Contractors wanting to bid for public works jobs will have to pledge to be net zero by 2050 

under new Government rules, ConstructionEnquirer.com (link). The Cabinet Office has now warned firms that 

fail to set out a carbon reduction plan will be excluded from bidding for contracts. From 30 September, 

contractors seeking to bid projects worth more than £5m a year will have to publish clear and credible carbon 

reduction plans before being considered. The move mirrors the prompt payment measure introduced in 2019, 

which allowed a contractor’s performance in paying their subcontractors promptly to be taken into account 

when bidding for government work. 
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Materials shortages. Building materials distributor Travis Perkins (TPK) has appealed to builders to plan ahead 

if they want to avoid material shortages, Construction News (link, paywall). In an interview with CN, COO 

Frank Elkins asked businesses to give the builders' merchant as much notice as they could about their future 

requirements. “The best thing you can do is plan forward. If you can give us good advance warning in terms of 

the products and materials you require, then we can plan and make sure we secure that material for you. If 

somebody rocks up and wants a pallet of cement today, that’s going to be quite challenging. But if I’ve got two 

or three weeks’ notice, I can definitely plan for that”. He said that the combination of raw material costs, 

shipping costs and rocketing worldwide demand had affected the company, as it had many others. Across the 

wider business, cement, plasterboard, aggregates and plastic drainage are all currently subject to “availability 

challenges”. Among the price moves last week, bagged cement rose by 15%; chipboard by 10%; and paint by 

5% at the group, which is the largest supplier of building materials in the UK. 
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